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Abstract 
 
Camera phones are moving into the rapid growth stage and they will rapidly be the 
most common image capture device in the world. Analysis agencies Gartner, ABI-
Research and Future Image estimate that over 650 million camera phones were 
shipped in 2007 and that by the end of the decade there will be a global population of 
over one billion mobile imaging handsets -- more than double the number of digital 
still cameras (DSC). 
 
Although handset shipments are flourishing, consumers are not using their camera 
phones to the fullest extent. Researchers reveal that the number of photos taken, 
shared, and printed is relatively very low compared with DSC, resulting in a 
significant unrealised revenue potential for the mobile imaging industry. 
 
Despite the current limitations, recent researches done by Nokia marketing reveal that 
40% of camera phone users indicate the camera phone is their primary camera. The 
researches suggest that with improvements in functionality, quality, usability and 
usage model, camera phones have the potential to be the most common and most 
frequently used type of camera. 
 
We believe the industry needs to stimulate more photo activity among camera phone 
owners to speed up (1) handset purchases, (2) picture taking, and (3) sharing, storing 
and printing services. 
 
To achieve this we believe companies with niche imaging technologies; such as faster 
decoding, less memory usage, minor processor (CPU) demands, rich features, and rich 
user experience have slightly high chance to outstand itself in this market. Also 
companies within the mobile imaging sphere which should have a competitive edge 
are the one who can solve inhibitors. 
 
Five out of every six sold cameras will be embedded in mobile phones. We believe 
the dominance of camera-phones will impact the imaging market in a variety of ways 
that will benefit the industry. 
 
This report aims to initiate a simple approach to give a high level view for companies 
aiming and searching for mobile imaging opportunities and should help extending the 
mobile focus thinking and area. 
 
Initiating a study on mobile imaging has been a challenge and this is due to two main 
reasons; the speed of development within this particular industry and the access to 
credible sources whether commercial or scientific. There is a significant fierce 
competition in the industry and it has been a great advantage to the authors to have 
had access to commercial reports and information sources first hand. 
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When it comes to theories and methods, they have been taped from both the 
mainstream marketing literature and guerrilla marketing. There has been no obvious 
advantage to exclude mainstream marketing theories for this fast growing and quickly 
changing industry and methods described has proven worth while for the outcome of 
this study. 

The mainstream marketing literature has been utilised in the market analysis 
performed on the materiel obtained and when looking to the future possibilities and 
opportunities as well. 

The MIO model or the MIO-perspective, has been an excellent tool to help digest the 
information in a structural way and the three perspectives that are the foundation of 
the model; Market, Interaction and Organisation are all needed in any successful 
Marketing activity whether it is a fast moving business like the mobile image one or a 
more traditional industry e.g. the car industry. The model identifies the present 
situation, the future, strategy and action plan, all important components in forming the 
business plan. 

When describing both the present environment and when searching for new 
opportunities, the usage of the classic 4P’s is outstanding. Product, Price, Promotion 
and Place are all important parameters to elaborate on and as the MIO model points 
out, one should first focus on the industry as a whole and not once own enterprise in 
order to find profitable ways to develop the business. 
 
Some conclusions drawn from the study are; the more megapixels camera phone are 
released the more the customers’ awareness and education is raised and refined. This 
leads to better customers inconvenience to get the best out of their phones and the 
myth of getting a free digital camera does not live any more. The customers are 
getting better informed and they want their right to one converged high quality device 
where the camera is as important as the call functions of a phone device. 
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PART 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
 
Camera phones are moving into the rapid growth stage and they will rapidly be the 
most common image capture device in the world. Analysis agencies Gartner, ABI-
Research and Future Image estimate that over 650 million camera phones were 
shipped in 2007 and that by the end of the decade there will be a global population of 
over one billion mobile imaging handsets -- more than double the number of digital 
still cameras (DSC). 
 
Figure 1. Projected camera sales 2004-2011 
 
 

 
Source: Source: Gartner, November 2007 
 
Although handset shipments are flourishing, consumers are not using their camera 
phones to the fullest extent. Researchers reveal that the number of photos taken, 
shared, and printed is relatively very low compared with DSC, resulting in a 
significant unrealised revenue potential for the mobile imaging industry. 
 
Also, it is worth mentioning that there are other possibilities and opportunities within 
other markets than the mobile market such as the Digital Camera market, Figure 2, 
and Set-top-box-market; that is boxes used as digital TV receivers or DVD players 
which are equipped with advanced operative systems enabling users to do more than 
receiving signals and playing DVD like surfing the internet, browsing images, etc.  
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Figure 2. Digital Camera Forecast 2005-2011 
 

 
 

Source: The Mobile Imaging Report 2007, Future Image Organization. 
 
Additionally, research from the above report indicates: 
 

• On a monthly basis, consumers take twice as many photos and print more than 
five times as many prints with their DSC than with their camera phone. 

• Camera phones are much more likely to be used for capturing pictures of 
unplanned and relatively unimportant events like socializing with friends, 
whereas DSC are more likely to be used for vacations and family events. 

• Poor image quality is the most commonly cited factor for not taking, sharing, 
and printing more camera phone pictures. 

• Additional inhibitors to camera phone photo activity include lack of friends 
with compatible devices and high costs 

 
Despite the current limitations, recent researches done by Nokia marketing reveal that 
40% of camera phone users indicate the camera phone is their primary camera. The 
researches suggest that with improvements in functionality, quality, usability and 
usage model, camera phones have the potential to be the most common and most 
frequently used type of camera. 
 
Improvements in the camera phone experience are happening, but they have been 
relatively slow due to differing priorities and strategies of handset manufacturers 
where high bill of material affects their decision since better imaging and image 
processing requires more memory usage and higher processor demands, wireless 
carriers, and retail photofinishers and printers. Concerns regarding costs, usage 
models, pricing, and revenue opportunities are affecting product design and service 
offerings to the disadvantage of maximizing the mobile imaging potential. 
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We believe the industry needs to stimulate more photo activity among camera phone 
owners to speed up (1) handset purchases, (2) picture taking, and (3) sharing, storing 
and printing services. Research indicates that camera phone owners that take more 
pictures tend to share more imaging, print more imaging, and purchase handsets more 
frequently especially when more megapixels are offered in devices, Figure3. 
 
Figure 3. Camera phones megapixels forecast 2004-2011 
 

 
 
Source: Source: Gartner, November 2007 
 
To achieve this we believe companies with niche imaging technologies; such as faster 
decoding, less memory usage, minor processor (CPU) demands, rich features, and rich 
user experience have slightly high chance to outstand itself in this market. Also 
companies within the mobile imaging sphere which should have a competitive edge 
are the one who can solve inhibitors, Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. The Inhibitors in mobile imaging periphery 
 

 
 

Source: The Mobile Imaging Report 2007, Future Image Organization. 
 
 
The mobile imaging ecosystem is the place where all companies mentioned in Figure 
7 are involved and contributing with different HW (hardware) and SW (software) 
technologies in the whole image value chain which is the image life from capturing to 
being e.g. printed or stored. 
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1.2 The Mobile Imaging Market – Present situation/Position 

The Mobile Imaging; or what sometimes is referred to as the wireless Imaging is the 
transfer of digital imaging from one device to another without the use of cables. 
Clearly the most exciting example today is the camera-phone — imaging from 
anywhere, to anywhere, instantly. But there are numerous others that qualify as well. 
Transferring imaging from Palm to Palm at six inches, from a camera to a printer 
from three feet away, from a laptop to a desktop computer in the same office building 
— all are applications of wireless imaging. 

While we expect all manner of image capture devices to get wirelessly enabled, and 
we expect a wide variety of wireless communications devices to get camera enabled, 
what is currently driving the Mobile Imaging market are mobile phones with 
embedded cameras — camera-phones. 

The good for the imaging industry — and we continue to believe that it is good news 
— is that the number of capture devices — of all kinds — is growing rapidly. What’s 
obvious from figure 5 below, however, is that the combination of analogue and “pure 
play” digital cameras (cameras not embedded in some other device) is not adding to 
the total in a significant way, as increases in digital sales are largely offset by 
decreases in analogue sales. It’s the camera-phones that are driving the dramatic 
increase. By the end of the forecast period, there will be roughly eight times more 
camera-phones sold than film and digital cameras combined remarkable (The Mobile 
Imaging Report 2007). 

2007, Camera-phones have outsold all standalone cameras — film, single-use, and 
digital — combined. From essentially a gadget fad confined entirely to Japan in 2001 
to the most popular picture-taking device around the world in six years. That fact 
continues to be unprecedented and quite. 
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Figure 5. Camera phones vs. Digital Cameras 

 
 
Source: The Mobile Imaging Report 2007, Future Image Organization 

Five out of every six of sold cameras will be embedded in mobile phones. We believe 
the dominance of camera-phones will impact the imaging market in a variety of ways 
that will benefit the industry. 

Sales of camera-phones will erode sales of low-end digital cameras. The big-name 
imaging brands are already exiting the sub-2MP (megapixel) space. Camera-phones 
have simply accelerated the exodus. The sweet spot for digicams last year was 3–
4MP. This year, it’s jumped to 5–6MP and shows no signs of stopping there as 
SonyEricsson already spotted the 8.1 megapixels device. And, as we’ve seen, 
whatever pure-play camera sales are cannibalized by camera-phones are more than 
compensated by an exponentially larger universe of cameras. That’s good news for 
the industry. 

Sales of one-time use cameras have been holding steady as the last stronghold for 
film, but we believe camera-phones will eventually all replace one-time use cameras. 
People will still buy one-time use cameras as a substitute for their other cameras, to 
protect the ‘real’ cameras from loss or damage when engaged in activities such as 
water sports, but one-time use cameras will no longer be necessary because you forgot 
to bring your camera. Instead of one-time use cameras on each table at the wedding 
reception, there will simply be signs that direct you where to send your camera-phone 
pictures and videos. 

The mass-market appeal of camera-phones will accelerate the mass-market 
acceptance of digital imaging, educate consumers about the benefits and advantages 
of digital over film, and drive demand for better cameras — both those embedded in 
the phones and those that are not. For many consumers, a camera-phone will be their 
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first digital camera. These users will inevitably want to get a traditional digital camera 
as well as their camera-phone. Leading DSC manufacturers report that camera-phones 
are actually driving higher sales of their products (The Mobile Imaging Report 2007). 

To counter the popularity of camera-phones, camera manufacturers will have to alter 
their product development on different Operative Systems, Figure 6, and marketing 
plans. Digital cameras will compete less on their pocket able, take-anywhere, “fun” 
attributes and more on their serious imaging capabilities — optics, performance, and 
image quality. They’ll be better cameras. More good news: People are more inclined 
to preserve and share pictures when they’re better pictures. 

People carry their cell phones with them wherever they go. If you’ve got a camera in 
that phone, it means you’ve got a camera with you whenever a picture-taking moment 
arrives. “Man, I wish I’d had my camera!” becomes “Look what I saw!” The ubiquity 
of camera-phones will mean an explosion in the number of pictures taken. 

Figure 6. Global Handset Sales by Device Type  

 

Source: Gartner, Q1 2008 OS shipments 

A significant proportion of those camera-phone pictures will be saved to a PC 
(personal computer), peripheral device, or on-line archive for later viewing and 
sharing. 

How many of them will be printed is the 64 thousand dollar question (times have 
changed — it’s more like a 64 billion dollar question) for the industry, but despite the 
current imaging value chain that relies heavily on processing and printing film 
exposures, printing is not the only way to extract value from digital imaging. 

The explosion of digital imaging being fuelled by camera-phones presents an 
unparalleled opportunity to find new ways to help picture takers — both business and 
consumer —save, manage, use, view, and enjoy their photos. 
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This rosy future will only come to pass, however, if the remaining barriers to 
mainstream usage are either removed or significantly reduced. Not mainstream 
adoption — it appears nothing can stop that train — but mainstream usage. How can 
we make camera-phones better and easier to use, make them full citizens of the 
imaging ecosystem, and grow the market for all concerned? 

1.3 The Market players / the Ecosystem of Mobile Imaging 
 
The market players’ products are projected to different sorts of customers globally, 
and figure 7 presents different players cooperating to create today’s mobile phones.  
 
Figure 7. Imaging chain industries players 
 

Sensor/basic 
ISP/JPEG IP 

Advanced 
ISP/MMP 

HW 
Platform 

OS/SW 
Platform 

ODM OEM Operators 

MtekVision Sony AMD Symbian Foxconn Nokia Vodafone 

AMD Qualcomm TI MediaTek HTC Samsung Telenor 

Qualcomm Micron Intel EMP MTK SEMC Swisscom 

Broadcom Silicon IMG Qualcomm Qualcomm Zoran RIM Docomo 

Samsung LSI InSilica Zoran Microsoft Flextronics Apple China Mobile 

NECEL MediaTek Broadcom Maemo Huawei LGE Verizon 

 
 
Sensor/Basic 
ISP/JPEG IP 

These are companies creating camera modules and camera HW 
for camera phones and digital still imaging cameras. The modules 
are including all components needed to create an image, enhance 
its quality, capture the focus, fixing lightning effects, and saving the 
image 

Advanced 
ISP/MMP 

These are the companies with similar function as above but with 
more powerful components and modules as well as with built in 
processors 

HW platform These are the companies creating the base hardware which 
connects all the components from different players together 

OS/SW 
platform 

These are the companies creating the base software with hosts the 
applications developed by many companies e.g. imaging 
companies 

ODM These are the companies creating the mobile devices and 
gathering all the components ordered by the OEM 

OEM These are the companies known as the handsets manufacturers 

Operators These are the companies creating the mobile phone services such 
as calls and data services 

 
Source: Fadi Abbas and J Håkan Svensson, 2008 
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PART 2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION FOR THE STUDY 

 

2.1 Background to the study 
 
Initiating a study on mobile imaging has been a challenge and this is due to two main 
reasons; the speed of development within this particular industry and the access to 
credible sources whether commercial or scientific. There is a significant fierce 
competition in the industry and it has been a great advantage to the authors to have 
had access to commercial reports and information sources first hand. 
 
So why have we chosen this subject? We have felt a great curiosity and interest to 
look into this fast growing and quickly changing environment of mobile imaging and 
one of the most important reasons is that Fadi Abbas, one of the authors, is currently 
working at Scalado, a company that is one of the leading imaging providers to the 
camera phone industry (Scalado 2008). This has been an excellent opportunity to 
access information sources normally not available to the public and scientific 
community. The study has also the credibility of this contemporary and in-house 
competence that adds an extra depth of understanding. It has also meant that the 
outcome of the study will contribute from the start and help both Fadi in his daily 
work at Scalado as well as being a tool for companies aiming and searching for mobile 

imaging opportunities. The goal of the study has thus been fulfilled. 

There might be a problem with a study of this type with one author too heavily 
involved in the subject from a commercial background but in this case the authors 
think that this problem has been solved by the other author, J Håkan Svensson, who 
has no knowledge what so ever of the mobile industry and has in many cases played 
the role of the devils’ advocate and always tried to prevent the study from being filled 
with too many words and expressions significant for the mobile industry only. The 
long list of abbreviations is a sign of this. 
 
When it comes to theories and methods, they have been taped from both the 
mainstream marketing literature and guerrilla marketing. There has been no obvious 
advantage to exclude mainstream marketing theories for this fast growing and quickly 
changing industry and methods described has proven worth while for the outcome of 
this study. 
 
All in all, it has been particularly interesting for J Håkan Svensson to work in an area 
where he has no previous experience but under the guidance of a knowledgably 
cicerone as Fadi Abbas. It has also meant a particular focus to convey an 
understandable description of the mobile imaging industry and a curiosity to 
understand where the current research and development is heading and what might be 
part of our daily lives in the future when it comes to mobile imaging. 
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2.2 Motivation for the study 
 
The mobile imaging companies, Figure 8, with niche and good technologies acting in 
today’s markets are hand numbered. The explosion of megapixels devices is creating 
problems and opportunities. Prohibits, Figure 4, have to be solved as well as new 
technology adoptions are needed e.g. connectivity connected to chip wireless 
broadband. 
 
Figure 8. Market players 

 
Source: Fadi Abbas and J Håkan Svensson, 2008 

 

Reading the figure, starting from Scalado, rings are presenting companies from the 
mobile imaging ecosystem; Imaging companies e.g. Scalado, Semiconductors 
companies e.g. AMD, Handsets companies e.g. Nokia, Operative System and 
Platform companies e.g. Symbian, Image Sharing companies e.g. Flickr and image 
printing and services companies e.g. Kodak. The whole figure and different players 
together are forming and creating the billions of mobile devices we have today, the 
hardware such as camera and keypad, the SW applications such as games and 
imaging, etc. 
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2.3 The goal of the study 

 
The step taken by writing this report is due to initiate a simple approach to give a high 
level view for companies aiming and searching for mobile imaging opportunities. 
This paper should help extending the mobile focus thinking and area, Figure 9. 
Mobile is not anymore about a device in hand. The billion captured images are not 
offloaded from the devices and when this is done, we are connected with high speed. 
Our devices are designed with very good technologies such as projector screen 
display, IR-virtual keyboard, and others and we just want to connect to the right 
applications to start offloading e.g. loading images from the phone to a PC and 
printing, sharing, storing them anywhere, Figure 10.   
 
Figure 9. Today’s mobile focus is not related to Web or PC 
 

 
 

Source: Fadi Abbas and J Håkan Svensson, 2008 

 
Traditionally the Web, PC/Mac and Mobile are 3 different worlds from a user’s 
perspective. For example a user cannot edit an image on a mobile phone or on the web 
as easy as on the PC and the user cannot have the PC with her/him everywhere as is 
the case with mobile. Today this is changing for the mobile imaging industry, as well 
as the others, and mobile phone users are now able to perform exactly anything on a 
mobile that they can on a PC. As the mobile is always connected users are also able to 
surf the web, synchronize their contact list, their mails, and anything they like only 
using the mobile phone. The three nodes in figure 9 is the traditional view and it is 
smoothly switching over to a blue colour covering the whole inside of the triangle 
which means a change to a seamless interaction. 

Mobile 

PC/MAC Web2.0 
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Figure 10. Mobile Imaging Lifestyle 
 

 
 
Source: Lyra Research, inc., 2006 
 
The mobile imaging lifestyle will spread to all sorts of items. Today, mouse pads and 
tea mugs are common items to place mobile imaging on, tomorrow, only your 
imagination sets the limit.  
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PART 3 RESEARCH PROBLEM 

3.1 Introduction 
 
As stated above, this report aims to initiate a simple approach to give a high level 
view for companies aiming and searching for mobile imaging opportunities. There are 
different ways to analyse these opportunities and below is a description of how market 
analysis may be conducted by using mainstream marketing literature but also by using 
the concept of guerrilla marketing i.e. reaching the customer in a more untraditional 
way. 
Reading the literature concerning mainstream marketing, it is apparent that market 
analysis can be conducted in many different ways. One option to find out about 
opportunities is to evaluate them by using a Market Opportunity Analysis (MOA) in 
order to determine the attractiveness and probability of success (Kotler and Keller 
2006, p 53): 
� Can the benefits involved in the opportunity be articulated convincingly to a  
 defined target market(s)? 
� Can the target market(s) be located and reached with cost-effective media and 
 trade channels? 
� Does the company possess or have access to the critical capabilities and resources 
 needed to deliver the customer benefits? 
� Can the company deliver the benefits better than any actual or potential 
 competitors? 
� Will the financial rate of return meet or exceed the company’s required threshold 
 for investment?  
In the opportunity matrix (without key concepts), the best marketing opportunities 
facing any company may be found (Figure11). 
 
Figure 11. The Opportunity Matrix 
(a) Opportunity matrix  Success Probability 
  High Low 
 
     High 
  
 Attractiveness 
 Low 
 
 
 (b) Threat matrix 

 Probability of Occurrence 
  High Low 
 
     High 
  
 Seriousness 
 
 
 Low 
Source: Kotler and Keller 2006, p 54. 
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3.2 The MIO Model 
 
Three perspectives are the foundation of the MIO model: Market, Interaction and 
Organisation (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 6), and these three main 
perspectives are needed in successful Marketing: the Interaction (I) has to keep up 
with the changing Market (M) to provide input for a successful Organisation (O). The 
authors call this the MIO-perspectives and the perspectives correspond well to the 
core concepts used in a business plan. A good business concept (model) guides 
managers to consider all three perspectives when answering the central marketing 
questions (Figure12). 
 
Figure 12. The central marketing questions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 6. 
 
The common goal of Marketing is to establish, sustain and develop customer 
relationships. Marketing is taught as a systematic art and science and behind a long 
term effective approach is a model. These models are often abbreviations like PEST, 
SWOT and others (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 10). The MIO model can, 
according to the authors, be used as content description in a marketing plan. 
 
Some models are dynamic, pointing out changes over time i.e. the product life cycle 
and sometimes they are also quantitative. According to (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 
2004, p 10), the most common model structure is the matrix, where two dimensions 
are placed together to relate to different alternatives. Examples of popular matrices are 
the Boston Consulting Group Matrix presenting the relationship between market 
growth and market share and the Ansoff Matrix presenting four alternative ways of 
combining market and product development as growth strategies. The MIO model can 
also be expressed through a matrix structure by placing the three focused perspectives 
in intersection to the four decision steps (Figure13). 
 
In the basic form of the MIO-model, four decision steps are added; description of the 
present situation (1), an opportunity analysis (2), strategic choices (3) and action 
programs (4). 
 

1) Present situation/position 
2) Future analysis/opportunities 
3) Strategic choices 
4) Action program 
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Figure 13. The MIO Matrix without key concepts 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 10 
 
The main intent with the MIO-Model is Business Development. It may result in an 
entire business or marketing plan and it is also useful in business auditing to identify 
weak or seldom addressed areas, blind spots in management (Eriksson, Hauer and 
Hultén 2004, p 11).  
 
Different models have degrees of advantage and disadvantage i.e. choosing a specific 
model should not be made at random. Any model approach is best assessed against a 
given set of criteria. The core criteria referred to by Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén (p 11) 
is based on the 3 C’s (Figure14). 
 
Figure 14. The 3 C’s 
 

Coverage: Is this model relevant in terms of addressing the 
opportunities or threats we are interested in?  

Communication: A model is a communicative tool and as such it needs to 
be easy to understand and not too difficult to remember. 
Apparently, there is a trade off between having coverage 
and being communicative – the more the model covers, 
the more the complex it is likely to be and vice versa.  

Consistency: A company or business is a complex, socially impacted 
system. A model is per definition a simplified depiction 
of reality in order to make this social system possible to 
describe and analyse. Therefore, we find an important 
criterion to be that different areas in the company are 
approached in the same way! 

 
Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 11 
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3.2.1 First Stage – Present Situation 
 
The MIO-Model scores well as a relevant and consistent tool, relatively easy to 
remember (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 11). 
The first step of the MIO-Model is designated to achieve a shared perception (Figure 
15). 
 
� What is our present market? 
� What do we offer the market? 
� What do our present operations look like? 
 
Figure 15. The MIO Matrix – First Stage – Present Situation 
 

  Market Interaction Organisation 
Present situation 
Description 

Customers 
Competitors 

Product Mix 
Price span 
Place 
Promotion 

Company profile 
Core Competence(s) 
Capacity 
Mission 
Objectives 

 
Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 17 
 
Most of the time should be spent on the next step, the analysis of the situation and the 
future. So when it comes to the description – use the KISS-formula – Keep It Short 
and Simple.  
 
Eriksson Hauer and Hultén 2004 (p 18), stress the 4 P’s and their significance to the 
analysis. Today’s customer relations are gradually becoming more sophisticated.  
 
� Product – What is the width and depth of our product assortment? What 
 services are offered? 
� Price – How are our goods and services priced? 
� Place – Where can customers find our product? Where is it available (what type 
 of outlets) and how widely is it distributed?  
� Promotion – What media and messages do we use? 
 
The mission of the organisation provides the base for future planning. A good mission 
statement should describe which business we should be in and the profile of our 
company the tools we have to work with. The company core competence is 
instrumental on determining the quality of what we do. The company capacity 
establishes our production limits and our resources condition what activities we are 
capable of supporting. Our competitive advantage describes where our organisation 
excels and where we hold an edge over our rivals. Our company profile should be 
related to our mission. A good mission will capitalise on the strengths of the 
organisation and help to avoid competing in areas where the company is weak 
(Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 19). 
 
The next step in the process of market- and customer orientation is the analysis of the 
present situation to create a picture of the future. If the diagnostic map was the first 
step to take the picture, the opportunities map analysis how the picture is constructed 
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and placed into a computer to simulate potential realities. The descriptive stage dealt 
with total demand and market shares and the analysis is designed to see how demand 
is developing and how the market share are altered over time. The goal of the 
opportunity analysis is to find new alternatives in the market, new alternatives in the 
customer relationship and undeveloped alternatives in the organisation and it is the 
most important and difficult step in the decision processes (Eriksson, Hauer and 
Hultén 2004, p 21). 
 

3.2.2 Second Stage – Analysis of the future 

 
Figure 16. The MIO Matrix – Second Stage – Analysis of the future 
 

 Market Interaction Organisation 
Analysis of the 
future 
Opportunities  

Industry analysis 
Analysis of 
Competition 
Customer Analysis 

Alternative offering 
Changing ways of 
paying 
Alternative logistics 
New messages and 
media 

Company profile 
Core Competence(s) 
Capacity 
Mission 
Objectives 

 
Businesses with extensive resources for market analysis will continuously follow the 
development of the trade’s life cycle, changes in competitive behaviour, consumption 
pattern etc. Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004 divide the analysis into three sub 
analysis, Figure 17. 
 
Figure 17. Three analyses 
  

Industry analysis: The Industry analysis embraces the life cycle of the 
entire industry as part of society. Discussions are well 
guided by the PEST-formula: what are the Political, 
Economic, Social and Technological changes that are 
foreseen?   

Analysis of Competition: Analysis of the Competition embraces how competitors 
deal with their interactive relations through change of 
products, distraction, promotion and pricing.  

Customer analysis: Customer analysis embraces the study of needs and 
demand patterns, e.g. how customers differ in valuing 
product safety and protection of the environment. 
Customer positioning of trademarks and the strength or 
weakness of customer relationships are other vital 
issues. 

 
Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 23 
 
The analysis of market competition consists of two major parts: analysis of the 
industry structure and in depth analysis of major competitors. When starting the 
analysis of the industry, the authors recommend an analysis of the entire industry as 
part of social changes in the PEST-terms (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 23). 
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Grant 2005, (p 114) describes a framework for how to analyse the competition 
(Figure18).  
 
Figure 18. A framework for competitor analysis 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Grant 2005, p 114 
 
Competitor intelligence is not simply about collecting information. The problem is 
likely to be too much rather that too little information. The key is a systematic 
approach that makes clear what information is required and for what purposes it will 
be used and the objective is to understand one’s rival (Grant 2005, p 114). Examples 
of great generals like Hannibal to Patton have been their ability to go beyond military 
intelligence and to “get inside the heads” of their opposing commanders. Grant 2005 
describes Michael Porter’s four-part framework for predicting competitor behaviour 
(Figure18). 
 
1. Competitor’s Current Strategy 
2. Competitor’s Objective 
3. Competitor’s Assumptions about the Industry 
4. Competitor’s Resources and Capabilities 
 
One way to organise information about an industry that shows us the potential 
attractiveness of that industry is the Five Forces Model developed by Michael Porter. 
Taken together, the five forces shown in the figure help to explain the overall level of 
profitability one might expect in a given industry. The forces help to explain why for 
example the diaper industry is highly profitable while the pulp and paper industry is 
not (Oster 1999, p 29). Porter’s model suggests to a large extent that these industry 
differences can be explained by five factors: the current intensity of competition, the 
presence of substitute products, the power of buyers, the power of suppliers and new 
entry. 
 
 
 

1. STRATEGY 
How is the firm competing? 

2. OBJECTIVES 
What are competitor’s current goals? 
Is performance meeting these goals? 
How are its goals likely to change? 
 

3. ASSUMPTIONS 
What assumptions do the competitor hold 
about the  
industry and itself? 

4. RESOURCES AND CAPABILITIES 
What are the competitor’s key 

strengths and weaknesses? 

PREDICTIONS 
 
� What strategy changes 
 will the competitor 
 initiate? 

 
� How will the competitor 
 respond to our strategic 

 initiatives?  
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Customer analysis 
 
The size and growth rate are two central points for judging  market attractiveness 
according to Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 27.  Market leakage gives a structure 
of the total market demand and customer development shows the strength of our 
various customer relations (Figure 19). 
 
Figure 19. Market leakage and Customer development 
  
 “The Market Leakage” Customer Development 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 27. 
 
The market leakage illustrates what we as a company could achieve in terms of added 
market shares. We have a market share (E). If we were more efficient, we would also 
have market share D. C is market share interested in an unavailable model of the 
product and B is not interested and A is not even identified. The customer 
development figure illustrates how a customer eventually advances from trying to 
becoming a partner. 
 
In order to describe the present environment during the Opportunity Analysis, the 
classic 4P’s for the relationship: Product, Price, Promotion and Place are used. Search 
for ideas, be creative and look for new opportunities. The first focus is on the industry 
as a whole, not our enterprise and in the Opportunity Map; profitable ways to develop 
the current business is discovered.   
 
The Diagnostic and Opportunity Analysis steps of the MIO Model provide the 
foundation for fast action. Step three (the Strategic Map) is a Long-Term Strategy 
map and involves being able to choose the best of the alternatives that is identified in 
Opportunity analysis map. 
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3.2.3 Third Stage – Strategy 
 
Figure 20. The MIO Matrix – Third Stage – Strategy 
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Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 32. 
 
It is rare to find completely homogenous markets, i.e. markets where all consumers 
have the same need, desires and demand. Segmentation is a solid marketing practise 
used to increase volume and profit for companies (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, 
p 33). 
 
When looking for markets one should choose the market where opportunities are 
favourable (high market growth rate) and where the relative market share is high 
according to the Boston Consulting Group Matrix (BCG), Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21. Product classification; Boston Consulting Group Matrix 
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Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 37. 
 
Michael Porter’s three basic strategies for a successful business are: 
 

� Focus: serving one or a few market segments very well, a niche strategy. 

Super value goods 
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� Differentiation: a strategy based on selling a product that consumers perceive 
as unique, a product whose brand name, high quality, superior design, greater 
convenience etc. enables the firm to command a high price in the marketplace. 

� Cost leadership: a strategy based on highly efficient production and 
distribution. The low costs of an organisation enable it to maintain lower 
prices than its competitors while still achieving good profits.  

 
In today’s practise, these three strategies seem to be implemented in parallel and all 
together rather than excluding one for another (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 
37). The Profit Impact of Marketing Strategy (PIMS) data show that firms boasting a 
high market share tend to earn above average return on investment. The PIMS data 
reveal that organisations which effectively target small market segments also show 
above average rate of return. The only thing to avoid is to get caught in the middle. 
 
Expanding market share is the least attractive strategic option for a market leader. 
 
A Market Challenger has a number of attack strategies in an attempt to capture market 
share from the Market Leader or other competitors (Kotler and Keller, 2006, pp. 356). 
 

� Frontal Attack – attacking the competitor’s strengths. A challenger usually 
must have superior resources for this strategy to succeed. 

� Flanking Attack – attacking the competitor where it is most vulnerable and 
where it has gaps in its coverage of the market. 

� Encirclement Attack – attacking on all sides at once. As with the frontal 
attack, this strategy generally will succeed only when the challenger has 
superior resources. 

� Bypass Attack – targeting market segments or offering products or 
technologies that are unavailable on the market. 

� Guerrilla Attack – attacking with small, hit-and-run strikes to confuse and 
demoralise the competitor. The guerrilla strategy may be effective in 
establishing footholds in a market, but to be effective in the longer term 
guerrilla strikes must eventually be followed by stronger attacks.  

 
If not a Market Leader, one might want to choose a less aggressive strategy than even 
that of a Market Challenger. Instead, it might be wise to choose a Market Follower 
strategy. The Market Follower attempts to pursue strategies that will avoid retaliation 
by the Leader. It is vital that followers offer their customers genuine value and that 
they strive to keep their costs low and their quality high (Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 
2004, p 39). 

3.2.4 Fourth Stage – the Action Program 

 
Figure 22. The MIO Matrix – Fourth Stage – the Action Program 
 

  Market Interaction Organisation 
The Action 
Program 

Target segments 
Individual customers 

Marketing Activities Project plan 
Budget 
 

 
Source: Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 40. 
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The extent of formal short term activity planning varies widely between different 
companies. It usually depends on the size and other characteristics of the market 
(Eriksson, Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 40).  
 
The work on diagnostic and opportunity map for the company has given information 
about the company conditions. With the strategy one starts to work on company 
ambitions and in the short business cycles these strategies are to be realised. The 
distance between strategy and tactics is much shorter today than it used to be. Formal 
planning should not overrun action but it can certainly give a necessary structure for 
it. 
 
At the fourth stage the need is to agree on to whom we would like to direct our 
activities to achieve a desired effect. There is also a need to decide on who does what 
and when. That includes giving feedback on results. Most often the term action 
program is used.  The plans will range from a year to a monthly cycle. It is usually 
read by many within the company unlike strategic information which should be kept 
within a smaller group of people. 
 
Once a decision is selected in the previous Strategic map it is transformed into one or 
several action programs during the use of the Action map. At this point, one is on the 
crucial threshold of implementation. Hence, this phase is more management-focused. 
This map is where short and long-term activity programs are connected and also 
activities to retain and develop customer relations. The focus is on (a) generating 
activities and (b) activity design. Similar CAT’s (Creativity and Assessment 
Techniques) (www.mycoted) can be used in this map as the Strategic map (Eriksson, 
Hauer and Hultén 2004, p 43). 
 
In summary, the MIO Maps and the MIO Matrix work together in forging a stronger 
union to knowledge of marketing concepts and activity creative problem solving. The 
Mio matrix supports in selecting information from established marketing know-how 
and the MIO Maps stimulate open-ended problem solving resulting in more 
alternatives than customary. The creation and design of alternatives can be further 
supported by use of specific creativity and assessment techniques (Eriksson, Hauer 
and Hultén 2004, p 45). 

3.3 Guerrilla marketing 

 
Searching for opportunities in the fast growing mobile imaging market may need 
alternative or less conventional ways to conduct market research and strategy 
development to help both established and new entrants to estimate their efforts needed 
in new ideas, products, projects or expansion to new markets and regions. Guerrilla 
marketing may offer an alternative way to achieve what has been described above by 
using a mainstream marketing approach. 

Is it possible to use methods introduced by Guerrilla marketing when identifying and 
recommending a simple approach for companies to achieve a high level view when 
aiming and searching for mobile imaging opportunities? In order to find an answer, 
one has to look at the advantage with Guerrilla marketing and then compare these 
methods to the ones used in mainstream marketing. 
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Marketing is costly and potential customers today are under continuous influence of 
commercials and advertisements. For instance, in the 1960s, an advertiser could reach 
80% of U.S. women with a spot aired simultaneously on CBS, NBC, and ABC. 
Today, an ad would have to run on 100 TV channels to have a prayer of duplicating 
this feat (Bianco, A. et al. 2004, p 61). Sandberg and Stierna 2006 found that guerrilla 
marketing creates attention with a smaller budget and can often result in free publicity 
in other media compared to traditional marketing. The general definition of guerrilla 
marketing is when an organization is using innovating marketing techniques that are 
cost effective. Each guerrilla campaign has a niche and targets a smaller crowd 
(Sandberg and Stierna, 2006 p 2). 

In an article in Inc.com by Buchanan et al. (2008), the authors argue that “the world of 
marketing is radically different than it was only a few short years ago. From viral 
video to text-message campaigns and avatar sales reps, marketing tools that only 
recently seemed rare and futuristic are quickly becoming commonplace”. The authors 
argue that “mainstream marketing was invented by big companies to convey simple 
messages to the masses. New marketing, in contrast is about complexity and 
individuality”. But by having more choices in terms of which tools to use reaching for 
the customers, does not make it easier. It is hard to know when and how to best spend 
the marketing dollars, even if guerrilla marketing is often cheaper than ordinary 
marketing (Sandberg and Stierna, 2006 p 2). 

Buchanan et al. (2008), states that marketers are abuzz about the trend of browsing the 
Web from a mobile phone and with the launch of the iphone’s last year has gone 
mainstream. “The mobile phone carriers are sitting atop a trove of data – not just your 
name, address, and, of course, phone number but also credit card information, who 
your friends are, and where you’re located at this very moment”. There are a few 
questions on mobiles and advertisements one has to solve in order to utilize the 
media; 

• How to advertise on a mobile phone 

• How to buy mobile ads 

• Text messaging  

• What does a short code cost 

• How to find my customers on a mobile phone 

Bianco et al (2004) are talking about the vanishing mass market and as an example 
describes how McDonald’s now devotes a third of its U.S. marketing budget to 
television, compared with two-thirds five years ago. “For marketers, the evolution 
from mass to micromarketing is a fundamental change driven as much by necessity as 
opportunity”. 

As an example of the vanishing mass market, Bianco et al (2004) describes how 
Pfizer launched a new product – Relpax – without any TV advertising at all. In the 
past, the big pharmaceutical makers have ranked among the largest advertisers on 
network TV. Relpax is aimed towards young mothers and the media mix was adjusted 
accordingly; radio in the car, the Internet late at night or reading a magazine in a quiet 
moment i.e. the target group was not watching TV.  
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As an example of the move from mass to micro or how the world has changed and 
that marketers cannot cast a wide net anymore, (Bianco et al, 2004) gives a few 
example of the change. The consumers used to be couch potatoes passively receiving 
whatever the networks broadcasted, today; they are empowered media users in control 
and shape of the content thanks to mobiles and the Internet. 

3.4 Reflexions on the methods used 

Which methods described above are then a help in the aim to initiate a simple 
approach to give a high level view for any company searching for opportunities in the 
world of mobile imaging? Is there an optimal way to perform a market analysis in a 
fast growing industry like the mobile imaging market? How does one best analyse the 
market needs and how it is currently serviced, which in turn is key information for 
any company interested in the mobile imaging market or even already developing its 
products/services and marketing plan? 

To start with, the mainstream marketing literature has been utilised in the market 
analysis performed on the materiel obtained and when looking to the future 
possibilities and opportunities as well. 

The opportunity matrix (Figure 11) is based on the four square product classification 
tool originally developed by the Boston Consulting Group, and a variant of this tool is 
used for the discussing opportunities for the mobile imaging companies in Figure 23. 
It has been useful to apply this tool as a way to get an easy overview of the 
information gathered. 

The MIO model or the MIO-perspective, has been an excellent tool to help digest the 
information in a structural way and the three perspectives that are the foundation of 
the model; Market, Interaction and Organisation are all needed in any successful 
Marketing activity whether it is a fast moving business like the mobile image one or a 
more traditional industry e.g. the car industry. The model identifies the present 
situation, the future, strategy and action plan, all important components in forming the 
business plan.  

As the authors point out, the Mio matrix supports in selecting information from 
established marketing know-how and the MIO Maps stimulate open-ended problem 
solving resulting in more alternatives than customary.  

When describing both the present environment and when searching for new 
opportunities, the usage of the classic 4P’s is outstanding. Product, Price, Promotion 
and Place are all important parameters to elaborate on and as the MIO model points 
out, one should first focus on the industry as a whole and not once own enterprise in 
order to find profitable ways to develop the business. 

In figure 23, and especially in the Post-Sales market and right-up corner, there is a 
need to use alternative ways to understand this fragmented market. When there are 
many possible solutions to a challenge which is the case for mobile imaging 
applications adapting to different platforms, guerrilla marketing is a way to discover 
opportunities. The biggest challenge is to choose the right channel(s). The channels 
could be divided into two parts; direct and indirect. Using the direct channels like face 
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to face communication, phone conversations, mail both traditional and electronic, are 
preferred when, like in this case, the need for information is high and due to a high 
technological complexity (Sandberg and Stierna, 2006 p 17). 

As discussed above, the mobile phone in itself will be an excellent tool to use when 
guerrilla marketing is carried out and for exploring opportunities and to meet the 
dilemma of platform independency i.e. writing software once and with almost no 
effort, porting it to any platform and device.  

  

PART 4 FUTURE ANALYSIS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

4.1 Introduction 

 
Figure 23. Areas of opportunities  

 
Source: Vision Mobile – 2008, www.visionmobile.com  
 
The mobile imaging companies should have these areas in concern to have a 
competitive advantage as somehow the competition between these companies is to 
cover all the needs of their customers as they are extending their business from 
proprietary Operative Systems to Open Operative Systems. This means the 
competition is becoming larger as 3rd parts companies, developers, partners and 
others, are now able to develop any solution on their own and try to deliver it to any 
of the mobile imaging companies’ customers 
 
According to Tony Henning, an analyst from Future Image, a well known and 
accredited mobile imaging research company, the average real users who are using 
their camera phones is around 5%, (6Sight conference Oct 2007, Monterrey USA). 
The following table calculates a roughly estimated numbers showing the amount of 
images captured by real users. 
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Referring to InfoTrends from a report from early 2007 (report can be bought from 
http://www.infotrends.com): 
 

1. The total number of images captured on camera phones will reach 228 billion 
by 2010, exceeding the number of photos taken on digital still cameras and 
film cameras combined. 

 
2. For many consumers, the camera phone will be their everyday camera. 

Camera phones will put immense competitive pressures on one-time use 
cameras and low-end cameras. 

 
 

3. The rapid growth of camera phones will create growing opportunities for 
printing and sharing of images. The value of camera phone photo printing will 
reach approximately $7.0 billion by 2010, approximately 60% of which will 
take place in the home. 

 
 

4. Image messaging revenue will reach US$6.8 billion by 2010, and will 
increasingly become a part of other value-added multimedia services. The 
study is an update to InfoTrends’ research published in early 2005 (report can 
be bought from http://www.infotrends.com).” 

 
5. Consumers in North America and China are taking about 20 pictures per 

month with their camera phones, compared to only 5 per month in Japan. 
 
 

6. Consumers are printing around 8% to 10% of their camera phone pictures, 
except in Japan where they are only printing 1% or 2%. Image sharing rates 
are about twice that of printing rates. 

 
Figure 24. Number of images captured – conservative number of users 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Fadi Abbas and J Håkan Svensson 
 
Real users: Defined as individuals who capture 6 images per day and does something with them 

(upload, download, manage and share). 2008 and onward numbers are conservatively estimated by 

Fadi Abbas and J Håkan Svensson and based on the information that year 2010,  228 Billions images 
are printed. It is important to point that we always base our calculations on that the users are not 

capturing more than 6 images per day. Therefore any kind of ideas and executed opportunities should 

in any way affect these numbers positively. 

 

Ye a r 2 0 0 6 2 0 0 7 2 0 0 8 2 0 0 9 2 0 10 2 0 11

C a m e ra  P ho ne  m a rke t  

(M illio ns ) ,

F ig ure 1 485 650 810 990 1 180 1 400

R e a l us e rs  (%) 5% 9% 19% 30% 41% 55%

R e a l us e rs  (M illio ns ) 24 59 154 297 486 770

C a pture d im a g e s  (B illio ns ) 22,70 54,76 144,05 278 455 721

P rinte d  im a g e s  (B illio ns ) 11,35 27,38 72,03 139 228 360
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Figure 24 can also be used to show how big opportunities there are in the printing 
industry. Technologies with simple user experience are needed to accelerate this 
market where today only 1% of the users are printing their images. 
 
The real users’ numbers might sound minimal. What we could do to increase them: 
 

1. Better application market 
2. Better and simple user experience 
3. The new generations (XY) are using the mobile more then ever 
4. Connectivity. WIFI and wireless broadband is the next big thing. Being able to 

always cheaply be connected and offload the device from images, and of 
course, other medias would encourage many companies to find right business 
models for printing, managing, sending, and sharing the images.  

5. Wise strategic choices by different players following the strategies suggested 
below should raise the real users’ numbers drastically. 

 

4.2 Strategic Choices – Market and business opportunities 

 
4.2.1 Pre-sales market (Figure 23: Left-up and Left-down) 
 
The customers in this market are the OEMs and ODMs with companies such as 
Nokia, Motorola, SonyEricsson, LG, Samsung, BENQ, QUANTA, I-MATE, and 
many more. A good relation with these customers is mandatory to be able to discuss 
any kind of opportunities. Also cooperating with 3rd parts companies which already 
have good relation gives a big advantage and faster time to market. 
 
Also this market requires a close cooperation with the customer’s in-house 
development. This enables mobile imaging companies to, already in product planning 
stages; affect the future of the camera phones. 
 
Left-up 
 
The customers’ in-house development gets tools and SDK (Software Development 
Kit) to enhance and optimize their time to market development. Companies relay 
often on sourcing and consultancy to better face the challenges to achieve good results 
and get the work done within time limit.  
 
This type of tools is certainly a competitive advantage for any player which provides 
it as it creates confidence in its software and its support.   
 
Left-down 
 
Regularly mobile imaging companies deliver: 

 
– An SDK, which is used by the customer’s in-house development to create 

applications. This enable the customers to, on their own, get creative and use 
the SDK to realize own imaging ideas by creating own applications 

– Embedded applications which mean the customers’ get out of the box 
imaging application implementing using the requirements they once agreed 
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on with the mobile imaging company. This limits the possibilities of creating 
own ideas or updating an already implemented application. 

– Almost finished embedded applications with no GUI (Graphical User 
Interface). This means the in-house development has to choose a GUI tool to 
finish the application with support from the mobile imaging company. This 
might affect the  NRE costs (Non-Recurring Engineering ) which might 
exceed the expectations of the customers in many cases  

 
4.2.2 Post-Sales market (Figure 23: Right-up and Right-down) 
 
This is the after-market opportunity phase. Any 3rd parts mobile imaging company, 
following the manufacturers’ guidelines, has potential in this area. Operators are often 
interested in this area to create better services and deliver user satisfaction by enabling 
better connectivity, services, and content for their users. Also big opportunities for 
any company specialized in application development in different areas to offer their 
services for this area. Technology wise the areas of interest and trends today are: 
WIFI, Imaging, Sharing, Video, Music, Maps, Games, and may others. 
  
Right-up 
 
Here there are big opportunities which are not well explored today due to big 
fragmentations in the market. Creating mobile imaging applications require porting 
and tweaking for every platform, OS, device UI, and sometimes even Hardware. 
Platform independency, which means writing software once and almost with minor 
efforts porting it to any platform and device, is a key. Examples here are Java and 
Adobe Flash which theoretically enable companies to reduce efforts to have their 
products on different devices at one and thus defeating fragmentation. Please do not 
forget: Theoretically!  
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PART 5 CONCLUSIONS 

 
Figure 25. Do you see the pattern?  

 
Source: http://www.toledo-bend.com/colorblind/ishihara.html  
 
Ass mentioned above this report should help initiating ideas and opportunities by 
companies aiming to extend their business into the mobile imaging area. The strategy 
section should be used as a guideline. 
 
Consumers today are buying the mobile phone with a VGA, 1.3 or 2 or 3 or even 5 
megapixels embedded camera. Their understanding is that it is a free camera, 
therefore they don’t have any complains about the quality, performance, the 
megapixels size, the features. This is changing. 
 
Manufacturers are releasing 5, 8, 10 and soon 12 megapixels camera phones. They are 
fully aware that good mobile imaging, which used to be nice to have in a mobile 
phone, is becoming a must.  
 
Figure 26. The new 8.1 megapixels SonyEricsson camera phone 

 
Source: http://www.sonyericsson.com/cws/products 
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The more megapixels camera phone are released the more the customers’ awareness 
and education is raised and refined. This leads to better customers inconvenience to 
get the best out of their phones and the myth of getting a free digital camera does not 
live any more. 
 
The customers are getting better informed and they want their right to one converged 
high quality device where the camera is as important as the call functions of a phone 
device. They are starting to see the number 8, Figure 25. 
 
Consumers are asking for a mobile phone while caring about the megapixels size 
because they are gradually becoming very interested: 
 

1. The quality of the captured images 
2. How quick an image can be captured – capturing the moment is a mandatory 

function which should exist – usually called shutter lag effect 
3. Having the same features as the one they are used to in a DSC (digital still 

camera) 
4. The user-experience of the mobile imaging basic and mandatory applications 

such as Photo-Viewing, Photo-Editing, and Photo-Sharing as well as advanced 
applications such as Photo-Stitching, Photo-enhancement, and Photo-
Management 

5. Connectivity which means more freedom to share images and use services: 
a. Always connected – low-cost wireless broadband 
b. Same user-experience independently on what device, Screen, or media 

user is using 
c. Send images instantly to anywhere 

i. Your image, digital, frame at you desk 
ii. Your family’s image, digital, frame on their desks 

iii. Etc… 
d. To see if your refrigerator  has enough food, milk, beer, etc... 
e. Let your refrigerator which is equipped with a camera send you notice 

when something is missing by capturing a view of its content and 
analyze objects in the image by comparing it with a previous capture 
image of the same view   

f. Chat programs, Pager, mail, and many other communication tools are 
regular way of connecting to our children. Using the camera we could 
from time to time send images, sounds clips, video clips, etc. from 
their ASIA trip, etc… this could apply on our grand-parent and parents. 

6. A lot more of mobile imaging related features 
7. Remember where you parked. When you arrive at airport parking, take a 

snapshot of the nearest signpost so you can easily find your car again.  
8. Insure your belongings. Take a photo with a cameraphone to document 

clothes/shoes/etc. for the airline in case of lost luggage.  
9. Send a fax. Snap a photo of anything and have it delivered via fax. The service 

can also deliver cameraphone photos via e-mail and store them online for 
future reference.  

10. “Scan” a business card. Adds the option of capturing business cards, which are 
then delivered to you via e-mail in vCard format (ready for importing into 
Outlook or another contact manager).  
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11. Create a visual to-do list. A to-do list consisting of photos rather than text. It 
might sound like more work than it’s worth, but I can definitely understand the 
benefits especially if the thing I want to buy for example is not simple to 
identify just by reading its name.  

Educating the customers is a mandatory topic to get them more interested in using 

the media device which means more chance to commercialize the opportunities in 

this market.   

Today, many initiatives are taken in act by different mobile imaging organizations 

such as Future Imaging Inc. and I3A to just achieve this. Mobile is not a call 

device anymore. The users understand that the focus from any company in the 

world no matter in what market they are playing in Mobile, PC/MAC or Web 2.0 

are aggressively looking for opportunities outside their markets. Slowly 

consolidations and foundations are being built, with mobile a center of gravity, 

Figure 27, by organizations from different areas e.g. Google Android with 

members from Mobile (Qualcomm, HTC, Motorola, etc…), from PC/MAC (TI, 

Adobe, Broadcom, etc…) and from Web 2.0 (Google, KDDI, Sprint, etc…). Other 

foundations are Adobe OSP, LIMO, Symbian, etc… 

Figure 27. Mobile focus is not only limited the blue area but all the grey one (and 

more!) 

 

Source: Fadi Abbas and J Håkan Svensson 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

CAT Creativity and Assessment Techniques 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

DSC Digital Still Cameras 

EMEA Europe, Middle-East, Africa 

EMP Ericsson Mobile Platform 

GfK Growth from Knowledge 

GUI Graphical User Interface  

HW Hardware 

ISP Image Signal Processor 

JPEG The most used image format anywhere 

LBS Local Based Services 

MMP Multi Media Platform which is an advanced ISP 

MP Megapixel  

NRE Non-Recurring Engineering 

ODM Original Design Manufacturer e.g. Foxconn, ASUS.  

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturing e.g. Nokia, 
Samsung, LGE, SonyEricsson 

OOS Open Operative Systems 

OS Operative System 

OTUC One-Time Use Cameras 

PC Personal Computer 

PDA Personal Digital Assistant 

PIMS The Profit Impact of Marketing Strategy 

PMA The Worldwide Community of Imaging Associations 
http://www.pmai.org/index.cfm/ci_id/1198/la_id/1.htm 

POS Proprietary Operative Systems 

SDK Software Development Kit 

ST ST is a big semiconductor company with HQ in France 

SW Software 

TTM Time To Market 

UI User Interface 

VGA A specific screen size set to 640x480 pixels 

I3A International Imaging Industry Association 
http://www.i3a.org/ 

Adobe OSP The Open Screen Project is a collaboration of over 20 
companies, e.g. Adobe, Qualcomm, Samsung, Intel, 
Nokia, and others with one clear vision: enabling users 
to access, consume, and share rich content seamlessly 
across multiple screens—regardless of the devices, 
operating systems, browsers, or networks used. 
http://www.openscreenproject.org/?promoid=CZYUQ 

Android Developed by Google, Android™ will deliver a 
complete set of software for mobile devices: an 
operating system, middleware and key mobile 
applications 
http://www.openhandsetalliance.com/   
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Digital frame It is a picture frame that displays digital photos without the need to 

print them or use a computer. The digital photo frame may also be 
able to display the photos on a TV set 

LIMO LiMo Foundation is an industry consortium, NEC, Motorola, 
Samsung, and others, dedicated to creating the first truly open, 
hardware-independent, Linux-based operating system for mobile 
devices. Backing from major industry leaders puts LiMo at the 
Heart of the Mobile Industry and makes LiMo the unifying force in 
Mobile Linux.  
http://www.limofoundation.org/ 

Shutter lag In photography, it is the delay between triggering the shutter and 
when the photograph is actually recorded. This is a common 
problem in the photography of fast-moving objects or people in 
motion. 

Symbian Symbian are the creators and licensors of Symbian OS, the world's 
leading mobile operating system. Browse here for more about us, 
our management, our policies and principles. 
http://www.symbian.com  

Symbian 
Foundation 

Industry leaders to unify the Symbian mobile platform and set it 
free 
Foundation to be established to provide royalty-free open platform 
and accelerate innovation. 
http://www.symbianfoundation.org/ 

Web 2.0 In the year and a half since, the term "Web 2.0" has clearly taken 
hold, with more than 9.5 million citations in Google. But there's 
still a huge amount of disagreement about just what Web 2.0 
means, with some people decrying it as a meaningless marketing 
buzzword, and others accepting it as the new conventional wisdom. 
http://www.oreillynet.com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/news/2005/09/30/what-
is-web-20.html 
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